We investigate the impact of different properties of the nuclear equation of state in core-collapse supernovae, with a focus on the proto-neutron-star contraction and its impact on the shock evolution. To this end, we introduce a range of equations of state that vary the nucleon effective mass, incompressibility, symmetry energy, and nuclear saturation point. This allows us to point to the different effects in changing these properties from the Lattimer and Swesty to the Shen et al. equations of state, the two most commonly used equations of state in simulations. In particular, we trace the contraction behavior to the effective mass, which determines the thermal nucleonic contributions to the equation of state. Larger effective masses lead to lower pressures at nuclear densities and a lower thermal index. This results in a more rapid contraction of the proto-neutron star and consequently higher neutrino energies, which aids the shock evolution to a faster explosion.
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Core-collapse supernovae and neutron star merger are cosmic laboratories for physics at the extremes. In the new multimessenger era, including also gravitational wave detections [1] , we can uniquely combine observations and hydrodynamic simulations to learn more about these events. In simulations, one critical microphysics input is the equation of state (EOS) and this has macroscopic effects as we discuss in this Letter in the context of core-collapse supernova explosions.
Massive stars end their lives as core-collapse supernovae when their central iron cores collapse forming a proto-neutron star (PNS) and a shock wave that propagates through the falling stellar layers. The final success of the shock to destroy the star depends on the neutrino energy deposited behind the shock that is affected by convection, hydrodynamic instabilities, rotation, magnetic fields, and by the evolution of the PNS. Despite the many advances in simulating core-collapse supernova (see, e.g., Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] for recent reviews), the details about the explosion are still not clear.
The EOS is constrained by modern theoretical calculations at nuclear densities [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , nuclear experiments (see, e.g., Ref. [19] [20] [21] ), and through observations, in particular of two-solar-mass neutron stars [22, 23] . However, the properties of the EOS at densities above (1 − 2)n 0 (with saturation density n 0 ≈ 0.16 fm −3 ) remain quite uncertain, which influences simulations. There are two "classical" and commonly used EOS in tabulated form, which cover the broad range of conditions reached in supernova simulations: the Lattimer and Swesty (LS) EOS [24, 25] and the H. Shen et al. (Shen) EOS [26] . Recently, there have been major efforts to provide new EOS tables (see, e.g., Refs. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] ).
A major impact of the EOS in supernova simulations is due to variations in the PNS contraction (see, e.g., Refs. [29, 32] ). A faster contraction during the first few hundred milliseconds after bounce favors explosions due to larger neutrino energies and thus increased heating [2, 32] . This has been discussed when comparing different EOS (including LS and Shen) [2, [32] [33] [34] . However, these studies are usually performed based on EOS that differ in their underlying theoretical framework (based on Skyrme [24, 31] or relativistic energy-density functionals [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ) or within the same framework, varying all EOS parameters simultaneously [27, [29] [30] [31] . This makes it difficult to link the behavior of the PNS and shock to a particular nuclear physics input. The only work where solely one EOS parameter was changed are those based on LS with different incompressibilities [24] . In this Letter, we individually vary different nuclear matter properties within the same EOS framework to clearly identify the impact of the effective mass, incompressibility, symmetry energy, and saturation point on the physics of core-collapse supernovae.
Equation of state and supernova simulations.-The LS EOS is based on a Skyrme energy-density functional, where the energy per nucleon of uniform matter as a function of baryon density n and proton fraction x = n p /n at zero temperature is given by [24] 
Here, a, b, c, and δ are the Skyrme parameters, and ∆ is the neutron-proton mass difference. The nucleon effective mass m * is given by 2 /(2m * ) = 2 /(2m) + αn, with m = m n = m p = 939.5654 MeV in LS, and α is fit to the effective mass at saturation density.
In Table I , we list the EOS parameters for the LS EOS with incompressibility K = 220 MeV (LS220) and the Shen EOS. We choose LS220 from the LS family, as this EOS supports a two-solar-mass neutron star and the incompressibility lies within the expected range from nuclear physics (see Table I ). Moreover, [9, 15] , and L parameter [9, 18] as well as the empirical ranges for the saturation density n0 and energy B given by the compilation in Ref. [18] . All dimensionful quantities are in MeV except n0 is in fm −3 .
the extraction of the empirical saturation point. As the effective mass is expected to be reduced at saturation density, we explore the impact of the effective mass by changing this from m * = m (LS220) to m * /m = 0.8 to m * /m = 0.634 (the Shen value). For the latter scenarios, we refit the Skyrme parameters a, b, c, and δ for given m * to reproduce the same saturation density n 0 and energy B, the incompressibility K, and symmetry energy E sym [38] . This defines EOS that are labeled as m * 0.8
and m * S , respectively. On top of m * S , we vary the incompressibility (m * , K) S , symmetry energy (m * , E sym ) S , and both (m * , K, E sym ) S to the values of the Shen EOS. The EOS labelled SkShen additionally uses Shen values for saturation density and energy. In each case, the Skyrme parameters are refit so that the EOS paramters are varied one at a time. Finally, we note that the L parameter, which determines the pressure of neutron matter, is not an independent parameter in the LS Skyrme functional (because there is only an isoscalar density-dependent c term), but is determined by the other nuclear matter properties, such that the L parameter varies for all constructed EOS between the values of LS220 and Shen.
The EOS tables are created using the open-source code from Ref. [31, 39] . As a check, we also implemented an effective mass in the original code from LS [24, 40] . Both codes agree very well, except for small differences within the phase transition region, also discussed in Ref. [31] . The Shen EOS table is taken from Ref. [41, 42] .
The constructed EOS offer novel insights into the impact of individual nuclear physics input on core-collapse supernovae. We perform spherically symmetric simulations with the FLASH code [43] for a 15 M progenitor [44] . Moreover, we use the two-moment, energydependent, multispecies, neutrino radiation transport scheme M1 with an analytic closure [45] [46] [47] . For every EOS, the neutrino opacity tables are created using Refs. [46, 48] . Because spherically symmetric simulations do not explode for the chosen progenitor, we artificially increase the energy deposition by neutrinos in the gain layer by means of a heating factor. We emphasize that even in multi-dimensional simulations the PNS is spherical, so that the use of spherically symmetric simulations to study the PNS behavior and its sensititives to EOS parameters is useful. The heating factor was chosen to reproduce two-dimensional simulations where LS220 leads to an explosion [2, 32] . Proto-neutron star and shock behavior.- Figure 1 shows the evolution of the PNS radius (defined as the position where the density is 10 11 g cm −3 ) and shock radius post bounce (at t = 0 s) based on the constructed EOS that change the microphysics systematically from LS220 to Shen. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the critical impact of the effective mass on the PNS behavior, where m * mainly determines whether the contraction is faster (LS220 with m * = m), intermediate (m * 0.8 ), or slower (all other EOS with m * S ). As discussed in more detail later (see Fig. 3 ), when the effective mass is reduced, the pressure increases (P ∼ 1/m * ), and the observed behavior can be clearly traced to the thermal effects that depend on the effective mass and its density dependence. As shown by the shock evolution in the lower panel of Fig. 1 , this has a direct impact on the explosion. When the effective mass is larger (LS220) and the PNS contrac-tion faster, the neutrino energies are higher. This leads to an earlier explosion and larger shock radii right after the explosion sets in.
The impact of the incompressibility can be analyzed by comparing the EOS with m * S and (m * , K) S in Fig. 1 (see also Refs. [33, 34] ). The larger Shen incompressibility implies a higher pressure, which leads to a slightly larger PNS radius. However, this impact is much smaller compared to the changes due the effective mass. The symmetry energy has also a minor impact on the PNS and shock evolution, as is evident by comparing the EOS with m * S to (m * , E sym ) S and the EOS with (m * , K) S to (m * , K, E sym ) S . The symmetry energy variation of the PNS evolution is mainly due to the different conditions during collapse that result in a slightly larger electron fraction post-bounce for the models with higher symmetry energy (see also later, Fig. 2 ). The SkShen EOS is as similar as possible to the Shen EOS in terms of the nuclear physics input; however the underlying framework is still different. This results in the quantitatively smaller disagreements, while qualitatively both evolutions are similar, especially for the shock behavior with an unsuccessful explosion.
Impact of EOS on PNS interior.-To further study the impact of the different EOS parameters, we show the evolution of the central entropy, density, and temperature before and after bounce in Fig. 2 for the various EOS considered. The central entropy (upper panel) only slightly depends on the effective mass. Note that the low central entropy obtained with the Shen EOS is due to the absence of kinetic entropy of nuclei [29] . The symmetry energy determines the electron fraction and entropy during collapse and after bounce [49, 50] . As shown in the top panel of Fig. 2 , the EOS with the lower symmetry energy have lower entropy and the post-bounce central electron fraction is Y e,c ≈ 0.27 compared to Y e,c ≈ 0.30 obtained for the higher Shen symmetry energy.
The central density (middle panel of Fig. 2 ) follows the effective mass hierarchy, because the pressure scales as P c ∼ 1/m * ; this can further be seen in the top panel of Fig. 3 . The PNS radii in Fig. 1 approximately follow the same hierarchy as the central density. Increasing the incompressibility and lowering the saturation density yields even higher central pressures, which in turn lowers the central density reached in the simulation.
The central temperature (lower panel in Fig. 2 ) is affected by changes in the effective mass as well as the symmetry energy. This can be understood considering that the entropy is approximately constant and independent of the EOS, and assuming a Fermi liquid theory scaling, S c ∼ m * T c /ρ its impact on the central density. For the simulation based on the Shen EOS, the temperature is lower as expected from the entropy behavior discussed above.
Diagnosing thermal effects.-We have seen that the EOS impacts the interior of the PNS and thus the PNS contraction. Because P c ∼ 1/m * , we find larger central pressures for smaller m * as shown in the top panel of Fig. 3 . The incompressibility determines the slope of the pressure, resulting in stiffer EOS for the larger Shen incompressibility. In addition, the larger Shen symmetry energy yields even higher pressures, as this correlates with the L parameter. The SkShen EOS results in the largest pressures of all our EOS. This is due to the smaller saturation density, which leads to a larger pressure compared to an EOS starting from a higher n 0 (where P = 0). At the mean-field level in uniform matter, the thermal nucleonic contributions to the EOS are completely determined by the effective mass within the LS Skyrme functionals. In this approximation, the thermal index Γ th of a noninteracting gas of nonrelativistic fermions with 
baryonic contributions only density-dependent m * is given by (see, e.g., Ref. [52] )
We calculate Γ th from our simulations for all constructed EOS by separating the pressure P and energy density ε into a cold and thermal (th) part following Ref. [53] ,
where we extract P cold and ε cold from the EOS table at the minimal temperature of T = 0.01 MeV. This is shown for the baryonic contributions only in the lower panel of Fig. 3 . At high densities, we also compare this against Γ th of Eq. (2) shown as thick gray bands for the three different effective mass scenarios. The agreement is excellent, showing that a decreasing effective mass leads to a larger Γ th and thus a larger thermal contribution to the pressure. Note that SkShen has the same m * value at n 0 , but a smaller saturation density, leading to a slightly larger Γ th than the other m * S EOS. The remaining differences to the Shen EOS are attributed to the underlying relativistic mean-field formalism used. Below the phase transition, ρ c 1.7 g cm −3 , matter is no longer uniform and also clustering affects the thermal index.
Cold neutron stars.-Finally, we calculate the massradius (M -R) relations for cold neutron stars to verify that the constructed EOS give reasonable modifications to the M -R relation. To this end, we solve the TolmanOppenheimer-Volkoff equations [54] for T = 0.1 MeV and vanishing neutrino chemical potential. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . All new EOS are able to support a twosolar-mass neutron star [22, 23] . Because the neutron star radius scales with the pressure of neutron matter at saturation density [20, 55] , the radius and also the maximum mass in Fig. 4 increase with decreasing m * and larger incompressibility due to the larger pressures. Moreover, because the symmetry energy correlates with the L parameter in the LS Skyrme model, we find that the radius increases significantly once the EOS used the large Shen symmetry energy. As the L parameters for the EOS constructed here are high compared to chiral EFT calculations (see Table I ), the EOS considered lie towards larger radii compared to the gray band from Ref. [9] (see Fig. 4 ) based on chiral EFT calculations combined with a general extension to high densities. Moreover, it is reassuring that the SkShen EOS is similar to the relativistic energy-density functional based Shen EOS, once the same EOS parameters are used. This shows that indeed the physical properties are the important microphysics input and not the detailed scheme of the functional.
In summary, we have investigated core-collapse supernova simulations based on a range of EOS by varying the nucleon effective mass, incompressibility, symmetry energy, and nuclear saturation point systematically from LS220 to Shen. All constructed EOS tables are available upon request and will be made available online. In particular, we have shown that the effective mass has a decisive effect on the PNS contraction, with larger effective masses leading to a smaller thermal contribution to the pressure and thus a more rapid contraction. This aids the shock evolution to a faster explosion. By varying the EOS from LS220 to Shen, we were able to systematically step between these two commonly used EOS and with SkShen show why the Shen EOS does not result in a successful explosion. While LS220 was the EOS with the largest effective mass considered in this work, ab initio calculations of the EOS suggest that the effective mass can even increase to m * > m at higher densities due to contributions from correlations and three-nucleon forces [56] . The effects also increased the radius of a cold 1.4 M neutron star from 12.8 km for LS220 to 14.6 km for Shen, leading to a larger maximum mass as well. However, the EOS variation observed for the hot PNS radius clearly follows the behavior of the thermal effects diagnosed through the thermal index. Future work will include the construction of a range of EOS based on existing and new chiral EFT constraints as well as further astrophysics explorations including also multi-dimensional simulations.
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